The following are prohibited
at
Woodbridge Middle School
Students are not permitted to wear or Sheer garments or short shirts which
display items which represent drugs, expose the midriff.
(See Below)
alcohol or tobacco products, gang
membership, or which promote
violence.
Clothing and accessories that contain
vulgar, derogatory, or suggestive
diagrams, pictures, slogans or words
that may be interpreted as racially,
religiously, ethically, or sexually
offensive and which cause a
disruption within the school
environment.
Outerwear, long trench coats or
bulky, oversized coats within the
Necklines of garments which are
school building (fleece hoodies are
lower than the straight line from top
allowed).
of underarm across to opposite
underarm should not be worn. No
cleavage should show.

Excessively tight and form-fitting
garments or exposed undergarments
(mesh or lace) or boxers.

Spaghetti-straps, strapless tops, tube
tops, or tank tops. Shirts must have a
“defined sleeve”. (See Below)

(See Below)

Not acceptable

Jewelry or other items which could
be regarded or used as a weapon
(i.e., studded belts or collars, large
rings, etc.)
Bedroom slippers, bare feet,
stockings/socks (without shoes) are
not permitted.

Not acceptable

Gang-related clothing, jewelry or
paraphernalia.
Hats, scarves, skull caps,
visors or any other type of
head covering unless related
to one’s religious beliefs or
practices.

Gloves, hats, and non-jewelry chains
attached to clothing.

(See Below)

Not acceptable
Not acceptable

Dress/appearance/hygiene which
disrupts or interferes with the orderly
operation of the school will not be
tolerated.
Acceptable

Jeggings, leggings, or tight fitting
spandex-type pants with side slits or
Dresses, skirts, shorts, and culottes holes, including regular jeans, above
that are form-fitting or shorter than the the knees, see-through pants, tights or
extended tip of the longest finger with leotards worn as outer garments.
(See Below)
arms hanging naturally at the sides.
(See Below)

Sunglasses, beachwear, sleeping
apparel, and undergarments worn as
outer garments.
Not acceptable

Not acceptable

NO
1. Form-fitting skirt/dress or shorter than fingertips
2. See-through mesh top/neckline lower than underarm to
underarm
3. Midriff exposed or exposed undergarments
4. Tube-top, bare shoulders/tank tops
1.

3.

2.

4.

Student dress
should reflect the expectation that school
is a place of business where
students are learning
both academic and social skills.
If you have any questions regarding our dress policy, please call
703.494.3181
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